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As summer continues to heat up, it 
seems common for development 
professionals to sit back and reflect on 
the great things that have happened so 
far this year and for many, what has 
happened in the fiscal year ending
June 30.  

It is always important, however, to also remember the things that did not go so well.  The projects that we tried, that 

failed.  The staff person we had hoped to be “it” and all “it” ended up being was time consuming.  We have all been 

there; we celebrate the great things and forget the things that we would not have done in hindsight.  

Summer is a great season to reflect, but it is also a great time to project.  Project out and look at what the next 6-12 

months may bring.  Are you in-sync with your latest strategic plan or comprehensive campaign?  Is your new President, 

Dean, Athletic Director, or Executive Director going to establish new “stretch” goals going into the second half of 2017?

In this edition of Leverage we look at two critical ideas.  One piece involves donor intent vs. organizational intent.  “Who’s 

intent is more important” is one factor but another is learning to finesse cultivation conversations to best meet 

expectations. The second piece reminds us all to “Focus on what you have.”  It is always easy to look for things that we 

“need,” or at least that we “think” we need.  It is harder to have an attitude of gratitude, reminding all donors that their 

gifts and investment in the mission have a big impact. This is what we must all learn to go though.  Thank donors 

anytime, all year long.
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“I don’t have tickets to offer.”

“An artist didn’t help us start our work.”

“We don’t have a donor like Ms. Smith who champions our work.”

“We haven’t been around as long as you.”

Focus on What You Have

Through the years that I’ve been fortunate enough to be involved in non-profit work, I have heard any number of reasons 

why someone feels their road to success is harder than someone else. 

The truth is that some organizations do have perceived inherent opportunities that others may not. It is also true that 

some of those same organizations may perhaps battle issues that may limit them in scope in different ways. The reality is 

that the more we focus on these differences, the less productive we actually are in our own work.

We simply don’t have time for the comparisons. Our work is too important, too urgent, the days are too short  and 

discretionary dollars represent a finite pool of available resources. 

The following reminders are important if we find ourselves being pulled into the abyss of discussing what we don’t have 

access to-

1   FOCUS ON THE TARGET.

Your time and resources are in fact almost always limited 

in some way regardless of the organization. Your focus 

on the work at hand, not perceived shortcomings is 

absolutely critical to achievement.

2   KNOW YOUR MISSION.

The more you understand the mission and objectives of 

your organization, the less distracted you will be by 

external factors that may cause buzz but in fact have no 

bearing on outcomes. 
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Every organization has a different way to measure what really matters to them.  For some, it is 
the mission and only the mission, nothing else matters!  For others, it is of course the mission, 
but it is also day to day performance of employees or maybe increasing traffic through your 
doors. 

One facet of management of a nonprofit, arguably a most critical objective, is meeting goals and hitting metrics while also 

taking care of your team.  However, at the core of what we do as development officers is a simple question; is it the intent of 

the donor or the intent of organization that matters most?  Let’s take a look.

3   FOCUS ON OUTCOMES

Your donors’ gifts produce results. That’s magic. Focus 

on making sure these delivered outcomes are the 

“main” thing. Celebrity founders, available tickets or 

other perceived advantages don’t yield long term 

success if donor dollars don’t result in tangible results. 

The transformation in the affected area is the real story 

and the one that donors and prospects care about most.

4   DON’T SUCCUMB TO MISSION
 CREEP TO GAIN AN ASSOCIATION.

Be mindful to not accept perceived marketplace 

advantages solely for the sake of gaining an implied 

endorsement of work if it takes you off task.  A large gift, 

a new voice for the work or some other perceived new 

opportunity must be avoided if it comes with strings 

attached to take you into a space that doesn’t align with 

mission. 

5   IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE IN IT, GET OUT.

Be firmly committed to the mission.  Candidly, if you don’t believe in the mission and impact of your work alone, perhaps you 

need to move along to something new.  As stated previously, there will always be obstacles that may affect gifts, engagement, 

etc.  In non-profit work you must be “all-in” or it will show in your work ethic and ultimately in your ability to bring success and 

funding (or not) to an organization. 

Focus on what you have.  

Donor Intent
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The bread and butter for most in the nonprofit sector are those that provide necessary dollars to keep the lights on, keep 

programs sustainable year over year, and hopefully support thriving, not just surviving!  After a new case for support is 

developed, it is time to get that out and make the public and donor base aware of the newfound priorities in the plan.  

If a comprehensive campaign strategy is put into place, the conversation should shift from a statement such as “WE want you 

to give to XYZ project.”  Instead, the conversation should be a statement such as “What is most meaningful to you in this 

comprehensive plan?”  Switching from a mentality of giving because a donor should give, to switching because a donor wants 

to give is likely going to result in larger gifts and better results.  If a donor is told that they should give to a project that they 

know little to nothing about, how is that donor going to respond?  How would you respond?  

Our initial question remains; is it the intent of the donor or the organization that is most important?  Another angle to consider 

is how to respond if a donor would like to start a program, or fund a project that is not part of your comprehensive campaign 

strategy.  What if the donors are willing to completely fund something that sounds great to them but sounds like something 

that will ultimately be a heavy burden on the staff and budget long term?  Remember, the goal of any and all comprehensive 

campaigns is to help establish sustainable fundraising practices so that the organization can survive in-perpetuity.  

In summary, it is always important to remember the core principles of the organization and the mission that was part of its 

original founding.  If a donor cannot give to something that matches their passions, the gift will likely be less than their 

capacity.  In addition, if a donor gives at capacity to a project that is not a priority for the organization, does this put the 

organization’s sustainability long term at risk?  There is certainly a “sweet spot” for all nonprofit organizations and 

advancement teams to negotiate with donors in a way where both parties are incredibly excited about the gifts and the 

direction of the organization going forward.

Save The Date

Registration opens 
soon!

2017 Leverage Forum
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 2017



MIKE HAMILTON

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SHOW HOPE
PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER, WINFRED-HENRY PARTNERS, LLC

Mike Hamilton is the Executive Director at Show Hope, CEO of Winfred-Henry Partners, and former 

Athletic Director at the University of Tennessee.

Mike is the Executive Director of Show Hope, a ministry dedicated to orphan care and adoption issues. 

Prior to his current role, Mike served as President of Blood:Water focusing on external messaging and 

revenue generation. Mike also spent 26 years in intercollegiate athletics at Clemson University, Wake 

Forest University, and the University of Tennessee. He served at UT for nearly 20 years, spending 8 of 

those years as Athletic Director where he managed a budget in excess of $100 million annually. During 

his tenure, fundraising revenue grew ten-fold to $45 million annually and totaled over $500 million. In 

2012, Hamilton launched Winfred-Henry Partners, LLC., a consulting firm focused on strategic planning, 

fundraising counsel and executive coaching. Winfred-Henry seeks to engage individuals and 

organization's stories to bring about transformation of lives.

     @winfredhenry1

     mikehamilton63@gmail.com

ANDREW SHAFER

CHIEF ADVANCEMENT OFFICER, PAULIST FATHERS
PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER, SD SOLUTIONS

Andrew Shafer is the Chief Advancement Officer for the Paulist Fathers - headquartered in New York 

City. Prior to his current position, Andrew served as Vice President for Advancement with Aquinas 

College (Nashville), and held similar development positions at Purdue University and The University of 

Tennessee, Knoxville. He is also a consultant for non-profit organizations; consulting on executive 

leadership and strategy development with a goal of creating "strategy leading to funding solutions." 

More at www.advancementplan.com. Andrew also instructs in an adjunct faculty capacity at a number of 

universities throughout the US. For more information, you can call 615.866.7037.

     @thesdsolution

     aashafer@advancementplan.com

Social Media Mentions
Join us online by using #leverage17 across platforms.
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